PTC MKS Toolkit, the leader in UNIX to Windows scripting, connectivity and application migration, is
pleased to announce the release of PTC MKS Toolkit 9.6 and X/Server 8.7. Here are the top features
delivered with these products:

PTC MKS Toolkit 9.6:



Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 compiler recognized and integrated
Absoft FORTRAN Pro 2013 compiler recognition and integration in PTC MKS Toolkit for
Enterprise Developers
Enhanced activation for easier Virtual Machine licensing
New OpenLDAP client utilities
New netcat and etherwake utilities
New dmidecode utility
Enhanced PTC NuTCRACKER runtime status reporting (process.exe) to add POSIX.4 APIs and
display in machine readable form
PTC rebranding - well at least a few logos, splash screens and icons
PTC NuTCRACKER runtime rebuilt with Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 for modern linker support
Many customer requested bug fixes and enhancements










Click here for the full Release Notes for PTC MKS Toolkit 9.6.

PTC X/Server 8.7:




Uses PTC MKS Toolkit like Activation for easier installation and license tracking
PTC re-branding - well at least a few logos, splash screens and icons
Many customer requested bug fixes and enhancements

Click here for the full Release Notes for PTC X/Server 8.7.

Customers with PTC Lex and Yacc licenses with current Support contracts will be eligible to receive
a copy of PTC MKS Toolkit for Developers or PTC MKS Toolkit for Interoperability for each license,
depending on their product mix. PTC MKS Toolkit for Professional Developers and PTC MKS
Toolkit for Enterprise Developer will continue to include the same Unix-compatible versions of Lex
and Yacc that were included in previous releases.

Ready to Get it Now?
If you have a Support contract, you may request the PTC MKS Toolkit 9.6 & X/Server 8.7 update today!

Has your Support Expired?


Reactivate your Support Contract and gain access to the latest software releases!

New to PTC MKS Toolkit?


Request a Quote

